PLAN CURB CUT-OUT
N.T.S.

FILTER FABRIC, EXTENDING TO TREATMENT/PONDING AREA

SECTION A-A

NOTES:
1. INFLOW STRUCTURE PER LOCAL JURISDICTION. CURB CUT OUTS NOT ALLOWED ON WASHINGTON COUNTY ROADS – USE MODIFIED CG-30 SEE DETAIL 403, FOR INLET STRUCTURE.
2. INFLOW STRUCTURE – CURB CUTOUT SHALL HAVE MINIMUM 2” DROP AT THE FLOW LINE LEADING TO THE SPLASH PAD, SEE DETAIL.
3. ENERGY DISSIPATOR DRAIN ROCK: ROCK SIZE 4-1/2” – 2-1/2” OR SIZED BY DESIGN INFLOW. PLACE ROCK 6” DEEP BEHIND SPLASH PAD.
4. CURB PROFILE PER LOCAL JURISDICTION.
5. ENSURE THAT DOWNSTREAM CATCH BASINS ARE IN PLACE FOR HIGH FLOW CONVEYANCE.